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Verse I: 

Salome Mc: (Translation From Farsi) 

My constant pain is the warp, 

and my will to live is the weft 

So far is the day when I might be stoic and wise 

when I won’t have melancholia coming at nights 

and I won’t be blind to perceive the goldwork patterns as lost doodlings 
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Inside of me… there are two girls singing 

Every night… coincides with their birthday 

The veins on my hands say that I am of a certain age,  

and my equivalents have reached their wholeness 

but the girls in me are still in a baby-walker 

 
The bugs of my system are heavier than my hard disk  

My family live their life detached from reality  

My signals connecting to my friends get weaker day by day 

I am more of an outsider each day, in a world that was not supposed to turn this way 

But as long as I got my rap which is a miniature of creation 

Maybe I can find a corner to reconcile the will to exist and the peace of nothingness 
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Miar ey yar ey yar ey yar ey yaar 

maral ey yar ey yar ey yar hey 

Yalestan yal ey  

Yalestan Yal ey Ya-l 
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Chorus: 

Salome: (Translation From Farsi)  

The endeavour to find the next goal so that we can give meaning to this hard road 

that we made after climbing down the trees 

Hurry, while there’s still time,  

while the foundation, walls and ceiling is still on 

When this pattern is over, 

start weaving a new one 

Because there is nothing but chaotic thoughts beyond 
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Verse II: 

Koohsar: (Translation From Farsi) 

One is like a flower, one is like crap 

One is like me and one is like you 

Life has turned the page but torn apart my diary 

So much left unsaid, the good is erased and the bad is still there 

A story unfinished, and I am like a prisoner waiting to be executed 

Thinking of cigarettes at night, waking up just to see cruelty shining 

sit and keep turning the pages of gone days 

Anyone I met just threw the stone 



But you are still the same old guy, remember that 

You thought you could keep fighting, true that 

But the wheel turned and the black is gone from your hair 

You want to go back but all is woven in warp and weft 
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Chorus: 

Salome: (Translation From Farsi)  

The endeavour to find the next goal so that we can give meaning to this hard road 

that we made after climbing down the trees 

Hurry, while there’s still time,  

while the foundation, walls and ceiling is still on 

When this pattern is over, 

start weaving a new one 

Because there is nothing but chaotic thoughts beyond 
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The endeavour to find the next goal so that we can give meaning to this hard road 

that we made after climbing down the trees 

Hurry, while there’s still time,  

while the foundation, walls and ceiling is still on 

When this pattern is over, 

start weaving a new one 

Because there is nothing but… 
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